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STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURE 

Daily Operations  
 

Scope: This procedure applies to ___Location_____________. 

Purpose: To outline the daily operations in ___Location_________.   

1. Prior to Opening: 

A. Ensure the cash register has proper change 

i. Change for register is obtained from Finance Department staff member  

B. Ensure supplies are fully stocked 

i. Printer paper 

ii. Labels 

iii. Label tape 

iv. Vials and vial caps 

v. Rx bags 

vi. Cash register receipt paper 

C. Log on to all necessary pharmacy programs 

i. NRX on QS/1 

ii. POS 

iii. Mosaiq 

2. Prior to Rx Filling: 

A. Processing Prescription 

i. Review QCLs 

ii. Input patient info into QS/1 from Mosaiq; if patient information is not already in 

the QS/1 system 

iii. Input prescription information onto the QS/1 system screen 

iv. Inputting of prescription information into the memory of the prescription filling 

software, QS/1, can only be completed by a Pharmacist  

v. Send claim to insurance company electronically 

vi. If a prior authorization is required for a prescription, contact the insurance 

company via phone/fax to initiate the process 

vii. Upon obtaining a prior authorization, verify with patient that they are willing to 

pay co-pay 

A. If high co-pay; see Financial Assistance section of this SOP 

viii. Send QCL to NP to inform of approved drug/co-pay 

ix. Send QCL to NP so they may schedule the patients teach/consent if necessary 

x. Push QCL date to the day of teach/consent 
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B. Financial Assistance 

i. When free samples are available, supply to patient  

ii. Check for vouchers that apply to the medication being processed 

iii. If co-pay savings cards are available and applicable, apply to patient’s claim 

iv. Contact foundation, as needed, to help with the cost of medications 

v. Track the patient’s cost savings in the appropriate electronic file   

 

3. During Filling of Prescription: 

A. Prescription label, hardcopy e-prescription, and medication information printout are 

retrieved from the printer and placed in a basket on prescription filling counter; stage 

baskets by FIFO (First in, First out) 

B. Review prescription label and retrieve correct medication from the medication storage 

shelf 

C. Selected medication is compared to hardcopy e-prescription for accuracy 

i. If an inconsistency in the medication name/strength on the label and the 

medication name/strength on the e-prescription exists, the employee must:  

A. Return incorrect medication to medication storage shelf and reselect 

correct medication 

D. Employee verifies: 

i. All information on the hardcopy e-prescription has correctly printed on 

prescription label 

ii. The NDC code on the medication bottle matches the NDC that has printed on 

separate sticker on prescription label sheet 

A. If an inconsistency in the NDC number on the label and the NDC number 

of the medication exists employees must decide if: 

i. An incorrect medication was selected from the medication 

storage shelf; if so then employee must re-select the correct 

medication 

ii. the correct medication was selected but the 

supplier/manufacturer of the medication was incorrectly 

selected; if so then a new prescription label/receipt must be 

printed that correctly states the NDC number of the medication 

being dispensed 

iii. the incorrect medication was selected while inputting the 

prescription information; if so then employee must re-select the 

correct medication in QS/1 

E. NDC sticker is then initialed to verify that NDC code on medication bottle matched NDC 

sticker on label 

F. A separate employee completes a second check reviewing steps C - E 

i. Either first or second check of prescriptions must be completed by Pharmacist 

on duty 
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G. Initialed NDC sticker is then placed on “NDC Sticker Sheet” 

i. Full NDC sticker sheets are maintained, chronologically, in binder. The binder is 

stored in pharmacy.   

H. For refills 

i. Compare electronic (or hardcopy) prescription on the computer to the printed 

QS/1 label 

ii. Complete steps B – E 

 

4. Mailing Priority Mail (USPS) or Gray Mailers for Prescriptions   : 

A. Determine if the medication is a high or low dollar amount prescription.  

i. If the prescription(s) being mailed are low dollar prescriptions, mail via USPS 

(gray mailers) to patients home/ requested address. (Ie. AI’s, QOL products, 

supportive medication, ect.) 

a) When mailing prescriptions to a patient’s home/requested address via 

USPS, pharmacy staff must: 

i. Verify patients mailing address in QS1 and in Mosaiq 

ii. Address mailing envelope out to correct location 
iii.    On Point of Sale, sign signature pad as “Mailed” 

 

ii. If the prescription(s) being mailed are high dollar prescriptions, mail via Priority 

Mail to patients home/requested address. (Ie. Oral Oncolytics, syringes, ect.)  

a) When mailing Priority Mail a prescriptions to a patients 

home/requested address, pharmacy staff must: 

i. Verify patients mailing address in QS1 and in Mosaiq 

ii. Fill out label and add tracking sticker 

iii. On Point of Sale, sign signature pad as mailed Priority Mail  

Twice a month (1st and 15th), pharmacy staff must track all USPS 

tracking packages on USPS website 

iv. Print confirmed delivery screen from USPS.com.  

v. Attach printed confirmation to Senders Copy of preprinted label 

vi. File in designated location in pharmacy  

 

5. At Dispensing: 

A. Counsel patients on their medication 

i. Gain verbal consent from patient and/or caregivers to participate in counseling 

ii. Locate private area for counseling for Oral Oncolytic prescriptions 

iii. Utilize Patient Education materials as outlined in the Financial and Compliance 

tool 

iv. Seek agreement from patient (and caregiver) that there is an understanding by 

the patient concerning  expectations concerning their oral therapy  

v. Review Compliance Tracker expectations with patient/caregivers 

B. Verbally verify patient’s DOB  
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C. Collect patient co-pay if applicable 

D. Have patient or caregiver sign Point of Sale signature pad as requested 

 

6. After Dispensing: 

A. In Mosaiq, review patients QCL- add or append note if applicable 

B. In Mosaiq, complete Oral Adherence Assessment,  Ability to Obtain Medication section 

questions for oral oncolytics/specialty medications 

7. At  Closing:  

A. Count the money in the cash register after closing for the day 

i. Complete the Register Worksheet on the POS system and print  

ii. Remove the designated amount of cash and checks from register  

iii. Place the completed Register Worksheet and any cash/checks in a bank deposit 

bag 

iv. Place daily reports that are automatically printed in the bank deposit bag  

v. Deliver the bank deposit bag to the Finance Department 

B. Print the Daily Audit report 
i. Ensure the Physician on duty signs the Daily Audit report in the designated area 

labeled “the pharmacist on duty”: My signature on this daily audit log verifies 
that the data on this report is complete and correct. 

ii. Place the signed Daily Report in the Daily Report binder located in the office 

C.  Before leaving for the day 

i. Clean and make tidy the work space 

ii. Ensure all medications are in proper location 

iii. Leave office lights on  

iv. Lock office gate  

8. Storage 

A. Prescription/OTC medications are stored on the medication storage shelves 

B. Filled prescriptions, that have not been picked up, are located in bins near pickup 

window 
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